Trinfinity8™
http://www.trinfinity8.com
http://www.trinfinity8.com/videos/

Please do not contact for help until you see the above videos and read the below.
“Larry” Mills (Gordon Lawrence Mills)
PMB 66A, 220 N Zapata Hwy 11, Laredo TX 78043
(mailing address only)
Mexico phone (México Tel):415-152-0376
USA phone that rings in Mexico (EE.UU. Teléfono que suena en nuestra casa mexicana):
919-341-2619
Privada de Pila Seca 5, San Miguel de Allende, GTO 37700, Mexico
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FRACTAL ENHANCEMENT SCREENS
COMMENTS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC & MEDICAL ORIENTED
INTRODUCTION

Trinfinity8™ represents the futuristic science of Algorithmic Technology. This unique
software system was developed as a direct result of information brought back from the near death
experience of Dr. Kathy Forti. Trinfinity8 is the first system of its kind to use a personal computer to
deliver non-invasive rejuvenation programs based on mathematical code, vibrational energies, and
fractal formulations that are in harmony with core energetics that encompass all of nature. It is the
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first bio-energetic device to employ the use of pure quartz crystals rods to directly deliver information
to the body.
Trinfinity8 has an energetic interface that is technologically sophisticated yet very simple to
use. Trinfinity8 includes:
 Over 5,000 Bio-Energetic Rejuvenation Formulas
 A Quantum Interface that Magnifies User Intent
 Mathematical Binary Substance Coding
 Fractal Resonator Amplification
 Sacred Geometry Infusion
 Pure Solfeggio Frequency Tones
 Rapid Quartz Crystal Transmission
 Harmonic Crystal Tuning

WHAT IS ALGORITHMIC TECHNOLOGY?
Algorithm - A mathematical formula or transformation of data used in order to solve a
problem.
Trinfinity8’s Algorithmic Technology uses algorithms that give instructions to the body
through numeric binary code. It’s a simple yet profound concept that is truly evolutionary.
The universal language of man and nature is DNA and mathematics underlies the entire
geometric blueprint of creation. All things that exist have a mathematical code and vibrational
signature. D`NA sequencing is our personal internal program software. It dictates our genetic heritage
and is the determiner of how slow or fast we age and evolve. Surprisingly, we understand only a mere
5% of our DNA potential, leaving us to ask: “Is health and aging a code that can be reprogrammed to
tell our bodies what to do?”
The ancient Greeks believed that, “All beauty is mathematics.” Modern day scientists are
discovering that reality is influenced by numerical sequencing, with patterns that resonate and repeat
in cycles of time. Is it any wonder that throughout history men of science have
asked, “Is God a Mathematician?”
The ancients referred to it as “Sacred Geometry” (the basis of natural logarithms) and saw it
mirrored in all of nature. They revered it by incorporating it into their most ancient of monuments.
The Egyptians used it to build the pyramids with exacting precision; the Greeks used it in the
Pythagorean science of vibrational energies. They saw it as the common master science by which
individuals could tap into the forces of the Divine by joining the physical world with the sacred
spiritual world. Today scientists are once again rediscovering the field of Sacred Geometry, of divine
pattern -- the same key patterns the ancients used to bring all things into manifestation. Trinfinity8 is
designed on this ancient principle, yet it’s more than a personal cosmetic device. It is a holistic digital
information interface, which allows users to return to their ideal vibrational self---making it a spiritual
tool for positive vibrational change.
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HOW DOES TRINFINITY8 WORK?
Most people will have difficulty understanding how Trinfinity8’s Algorithmic Technology
works. You may be asking yourself: “Where’s the generator? The current? I never understood
geometry in school and I can’t figure out how this all adds up to rejuvenation. “You don't have to
know the mechanics to use a cell phone, wireless Internet connection, or a radio. Nor do you need to
know or understand all of the science to use and benefit from Trinfinity8.
Trinfinity8 uses a uniquely designed fractal resonator that displays a gallery of beautiful
geometric animations during different programs. (A fractal is a geometric shape that can be split into
billions of parts, each of which contains an exact copy of the whole.) This fractal resonator amplifies
the energetic and mathematical codes for the most powerful remedies, rejuvenators, and body elixirs
that have been digitally imbedded into Trinfinity8 to maximize the desired effect.
Trinfinity8 also incorporates Solfeggio sound tones to enhance healing and transformation. These
pure sacred tones have been used since ancient times to awaken a natural expansion of consciousness
in order to bring about transformation. In Trinfinity8, the tones act as a carrier wave to further
strengthen the transmission of digital data to the cellular system. This helps bring about a faster
reprogramming of the body and the desired positive change. Trinfinity8 users have a choice of several
other music selections developed to awaken, energize, and maximize their rejuvenation experience.
Trinfinity8 was designed to stimulate the body’s reparative process and prevent aging from
proceeding faster in senior users. Many Trinfinity8 users have reported feeling subtle energy effects
during use (i.e. hand tingling, sensations of skin hydration, warmth, and deep meditative calm).
WHAT REJUVENATION PROGRAMS DOES TRINFINITY8 OFFER?
Trinfinity8 is for those who want to transform their world and take it beyond the ordinary into the
realm of well-being, youthfulness and vibrational change. For that purpose, Trinifinity8 addresses a
wide variety of aging concerns. No matter what your age, sex, or body type, Trinfinity8 offers
something for everyone: Stress Reduction, Energy Restoration, Health & Nutrition, Skin & Hair
Rejuvenation, Face & Beauty Treatments, Weight Management, and Body Sculpting.
HOW IS REJUVENATION DELIVERED?
Trinfinity8’s special Algorithmic Technology allows for streams of coded data signals to be
transmitted through your computer’s USB port. A digital converter box then sends information to the
body via specially designed hand-held double-terminated quartz crystal transmitter/receiver rods. Pure
quartz crystal is very sensitive to electrical impulses and our brain operates on electrical impulses (so
do computers). These crystals have been carefully lab grown for clarity and perfection. They can be
used as a point probe on any external part of the body for specific spot repair.
HOW MANY SESSIONS ARE NEEDED?
The question most asked about Trinfinity8 is how long and how often should sessions be? WE
ALWAYS ADVISE STARTING OUT SLOWLY WITH A SHORT 15-20 MINUTE SESSION TO
GAUGE ENERGY SENSITIVITY. ONCE THIS FEELS COMFORTABLE YOU CAN ADD TIME
TO PROGRAM LENGTH. Initially, twice-weekly sessions of 30-60 minutes are ideal, but a once
weekly 60-minute session is standard. Results may vary depending on the individual and frequency of
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use. Some effects are felt immediately, others may be subtler and take more time. Many people have
reported 2-3 hour delayed effects in noticeable energy boosts after initially feeling nothing.
Vibrational shifts are truly a matter of time.
Cases of moderate to extreme cellular deterioration may take additional sessions. Trinfinity8 is
designed to increase awareness and to help the body regenerate at its own pace. The end goal is to
help the user move towards a more ideal state of self-balance and well-being. Priority programs are
noted to enhance progress.
Session Length: Click on a button for any desired program and a pop-up timer box will appear
prompting you to choose the desired length of time. Users have the choice to set any program timer
from one to 60 minutes in length. More is not necessarily better. The body can adjust more easily with
as little as 3 minutes.
HOW SAFE IS TRINFINITY8?
Trinfinity8 is not a medical or biofeedback device. It is a cosmetic personal care product. It
does not scan, diagnose or cure any medical conditions. It is completely safe for use as an
rejuvenation regimen. Unlike other anti-aging devices, it doesn’t cause laser burns or give off
uncomfortable electrical pulses. There are no toxic injections or ingestible drugs. Trinfinity8’s digital
technology totally frees the user from the potentially harmful effects of invasive cosmetic surgeries
and the toxic chemical additives often found in skin creams.
Because Trinfinity8 is a powerful rejuvenation tool that helps bring about a return to the ideal self, we
highly recommend drinking plenty of water during and/or after use, as well as resting when a session
is over, if possible. DO NOT engage in strenuous exercise activities for several hours after use. This
will place undue stress on the body, thereby hampering the rejuvenation process.
Should you feel tired or slightly light headed after initial use, this is normal in the beginning
process of cleansing and a return to the ideal self. If you feel dizzy then you may be sensitive to subtle
energy and need to reduce your program time until your body adjusts. These symptoms will quickly
diminish and disappear with continued use, good hydration and adequate post-session rest. DO NOT
DO SEVERAL PROGRAMS BACK TO BACK OR MORE THAN 60 MINUTES IN ONE DAY.
Subtle energy is very powerful.
CAN YOU REALLY TURN BACK THE CLOCK?
Believe in yourself as AGELESS and all else will follow. It took over five years, with the help
of divine guidance and a strong belief that man could break free of the constraints of aging, before
Trinfinity8 was finally born. Trinfinity8 results have been met with both amazement, awe, and of
course some healthy skepticism. It’s the nature of scientific advancement.
We suggest using the affirmation, “I am open to receiving higher vibrational help.” See yourself as an
unlimited being--capable of incredible things. Visualize and imagine the more youthful and energetic
self you desire to be while using Trinfinity8. Everything starts with a dream, so we encourage others
to also think outside the box. As Aristotle once said, “Taking anything to the power of its own
imagination can only bring about unity and wholeness.”
Imagination + desire/intent = manifestation
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WHERE DO I START?
Your first step is to take an inventory of yourself and make a list of the areas you would like to
transform.
NOTE: REMOVE ALL HEAVY METAL JEWELRY, EMF PROTECTORS, OR CELL
PHONES FROM YOUR PERSON DURING TRINFINITY8 USE. AVOID CROSSING LEGS OR
ARMS. THIS WILL ALLOW FOR GREATER FLOW OF ENERGY TO YOUR BODY. KEEP
WATER ON HAND DURING A SESSION AND DRINK IT OFTEN. IT IS COMMON TO
EXPERIENCE THIRST AS THE CLEANSING AND REJUVENATION PROCESS BEGINS.
WATER IS A GREAT CONDUCTOR OF ENERGY.
USING THE ATTACHMENTS--Trinfinity8’s special Algorithmic Technology allows for streams of coded information to be
transmitted through your USB port into a digital/analog converter device, then directly to the body via
specially designed hand-held double-terminated crystal transmitter/receiver rods.
Digital Converter Box –The signal converter box plugs directly into your computer’s USB port,
which powers the device.All throughout ancient Atlantean and Lemurian history, crystals were
referenced as a stone of power specifically used for re-tuning and rejuvenation. Quartz crystal
functions as a resonator that amplifies, coheres, and transmits frequencies. It is very sensitive to
electrical impulses from our brain and our computers. Trinfinity8’s double terminated crystals
(pointed at each end) serve to both receive and transmit, thereby strengthening energy flow. These
precious stones serve to de-crystallize negative patterns, helping heal mind, body and emotions
through revitalizing your etheric field.
IMPORTANT: As a precaution we always advise: DO NOT use on persons with pacemakers
CRYSTAL TUNING
The pull down music selection menu also features the use of quartz crystal singing bowl
tuning. Crystal bowls are made from 99.992% pure crushed quartz and emit a powerful, pure
resonance. The notes, C, D, E, F, F#, G, A, A#, B correspond with one’s energy centers or chakras,
thereby aligning and retuning the etheric body. When you use the crystal tuning feature you will not
only experience the rich vibrant tones, but also receive corresponding digital signals transmitted
through the quartz crystal rods. This gives double amplification benefits and can be a powerful tool
for change.
FRACTAL ENHANCEMENT SCREENS
Trinfinity8 uses a uniquely designed fractal resonator that displays a gallery of geometric
animations during different programs. (A fractal is a geometric shape that can be split into billions of
parts, each of which contains an exact copy of the whole.) The beautiful and organic fractal
animations used during Trinfinity8’s rejuvenation process are infused with the most powerful sacred
geometry known to man. Behind the scenes, layered streams of billions of binary codes of anti-aging
information have been mastered to amplify the effect of the program fractals. When coupled with
Trinfinity8’s healing music and hand-held crystals, they function as a carrier wave to transmit digital
information directly to the body.
The fractals are mesmerizing and meditative. They re-loop after 60 seconds. They help the
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analytical left-brain move aside to allow right brain receptivity of information flow. Some users may
wish to close their eyes during a session. It is not imperative you watch the fractals to gain the benefit
of their interaction with the mathematical codes going on behind the scenes. The person still receives
what they need to through the crystal rods.
COMMENTS FOR THE SCIENTIFIC & MEDICAL ORIENTED

1.) To repeat. See some scientifically and medically trained persons discuss Trinfinity8 on videos at
http://www.trinfinity8.com

2.) The “placebo” effect does not govern Trinfinity8 because Trinfinity8 works on pets such as cats
and dogs.
3.) SCIENTIST ARE USING CRYSTALS at the birthplace of the World Wide Web (CERN)
Scientist at the world's largest particle physics laboratory (CERN) use crystals.
The European Organization for Nuclear Research (French: Organisation européenne pour la
recherche nucléaire Italian: Organizzazione Europea per la Ricerca Nucleare ), known as CERN is an
international organization whose purpose is to operate the world's largest particle physics laboratory.
CERN's main function is to provide the particle accelerators and other infrastructure needed for
high-energy physics research.
Below are images of crystals being used by these scientists, and pages extracted from their
treatise on the
new paradigm of
using crystals.
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Extract from the scientists’ website who are using crystals: One of the most sophisticated and
expensive scientific instruments ever developed allow physicists to gain an unprecedented view into
the inner workings of our universe and the particles that comprise it. They use scintillating crystals
that are designed to absorb particles formed as electrons, positrons, and photons.
The full reference to the treatise is:
http://www.analog.com/en/content/data_converter_customer_success_stories_cern/fca.html

Some of the images you see here are also from the scientists that are using crystals to gain an
unprecedented view into the inner workings of our universe... at....
http://agenda.infn.it/getFile.py/access?contribId=20&sessionId=34&resId=1&materialId=slides&conf
Id=3031
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